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Mike Jin Joins Siemens Government Technologies as Chief Information Officer
(ARLINGTON, Va., April 9, 2018) – Siemens Government Technologies (SGT), Inc., today
announced Mike Jin as its new CIO. Jin most recently served as the Senior Director of
Information Technology for SOS International LLC (SOSi).
In his new role with SGT, Jin will lead the enterprise IT strategy for the organization, supporting
a broad range of technology applications and services to support teams delivering critical
solutions in energy, infrastructure, automation and modernization for U.S. government
customers.
Previously at SOSi, Jin led a team across various global sites responsible for a comprehensive
suite of IT products and services including cloud-based solutions, business continuity,
cybersecurity and penetration testing; and, the design of a digital IT environment to support
proposal development and new business capture activities. Prior to SOSi, Jin led all
associated IT operations, strategy and budgets at Acentia, LLC, an organization that saw
significant growth over several years prior to its acquisition by Maximus in 2014.
“We are very fortunate to have Mike join SGT as over the course of his career, he has proven
time and again that his unique combination of IT business savvy – paired with a depth of
understanding for emerging technology trends – has routinely delivered results with bottom line
impact to the organizations he has served,” said Clay Hale, Chief Financial Officer, SGT.
Jin holds a variety of subject matter expert accreditations through organizations such as
Carnegie Mellon’s Software Engineering Institute, Microsoft, Amazon and CompTia, and, he
serves as a committee member on the Northern Virginia Technology Council – Big Data,
Cybersecurity & Data.
###
Siemens Government Technologies, Inc. is a federally-compliant U.S. organization structured
to help the federal government address national imperatives in energy, infrastructure,
automation and marine platforms. SGT is the leading integrator for Siemens’ innovative
products, technologies and services to meet the needs of federal customers.
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